Terry Brady’s Home

About Me (Terry Brady)

- Personal GitHub
  - https://github.com/terrywbrady/info
- Georgetown University Libraries Code
  - http://georgetown-university-libraries.github.io/
- LinkedIn Profile
  - https://www.linkedin.com/in/terrywbrady

DSpace Brainstorming and Draft Documents

- IIIF and DSpace
- Curation System Needs
- Lessons Learned During Upgrade to DSpace 6.0RC3
- My DSpace Wish List
- Using New Relic to Monitor XMLUI
- Statistics Import Export Issues
- Resolving DS-3602
- Proposal: Create Cloud Instances for DSpace Active Branches
- Virtual DSpace Developer Conference
- Building and Running DSpace in Docker
- Compiling DSpace in Eclipse
- Prepare Preview Release for Docker

Docker Brainstorming

- DSpace Docker and Cloud Deployment Goals (old)
- DSpace Docker Images
- Using Published DSpace Images in Codenvy
  - Note: the Codenvy Service Appears to be shutdown
- Using Published DSpace Images on AWS Fargate
  - Not recommended - this approach does not allow command line access to DSpace containers
- Using Published Images on AWS Cloud9
  - Run docker-compose to start containers within an EC2 instance containing the Cloud9 IDE
- Create EC2 for DSpace Docker
- Starting DSpace Containers on Google Cloud Platform
- Starting DSpace Containers on Microsoft Azure
  - To be done
- Docker Compose Refactoring

E-mail: terry.brady at georgetown dot edu
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